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PREFACE

This mini-anthology of Korean American literature is a collection

of seven essays and two poems selected from three sources: the news-
.

letters of Korean community organizations in the Seattle-Tacoma area;

the Korea Times, a Korean language newspaper; and Loving a Mother

Country, a collection of award winning essays by Korean American stu-

dents published by the Public Information Office of the Republic of

Korea.. it is designed to provide a glimpse of Korean American culture

as it is evolving from two interacting forces: the Korean heritage

and the American environment. The first five essays and the two

poems, originally written in Korean, are translated into English and

the last two essays are translated into Korean to provide a Korean-

English facing text suitable for use in the Korean bilingual programs,

mainstream language arts classes, and/or ethnic literature classes in

secondary schools.

Lest this mini-anthology should give, an impression that the

essays: included in it represent the entire .Korean American literature,

I hasten to not that the major contributions. to 6rean American lit-

_erature_were_made by fiction writers. .Hansu'S Journey: A Korean'

Story.(1922) by Philip Jaisohn under the pseudonym of N. H..Osia
_ .

probably. marks the beginning of Korean 'AmeriCan'fiCtion. Younghill

Kang's The Grass Roof and East Goes West, Richard E. Kim's The

Martyred and Yong-ik Kim's short story "From Below the Bridge" and

other works by these writers led David Hsin-Fu Wand, editor of

Asian American Heritage, to comment in 1972 that "at present three

well-known names in Asian American fiction are Korean-born Americans."

The originality of their works and the vigor of their expression have

won wide critical acclaim. Impressive new works are being added to

the body of Korean American literature: Ty Pak's Guilt Payment (1983),

Young Sup Shin's Mama, Don't LI (1984), and Cathy. Song's Picture

Brides, 'a collection of poems published by the Yale University Press

(1983):



The essays in this anthology are chosen for cultural and

literary reasons: They deal with important cultural themes: (1)

the relationship between individuals and the Korean American commun-

ity; (2) educating young Korean Americans in bilingualism and bi-

culturalism; (3) the parents' concern over the interracial marriages

of their children; (4) the relationship between Korean Americans and

the mainstream of American society in the past and the present; (5)

the meaning of the Korean heritage as it transforms from shame to

pride 'in the maturing process; and (6) the intellectual and emotional

need% to weed out the errors of past generations through critical

examination of traditions.

The first essay emphasizes the. need to organize efforts in

solving the problems common.tolCorean Americans through community

organizations, while the second essay suggestS more specifically how

the Korean. Association can help organize parents' support for fodnd-

ing a weekend Korean language school. Coming. after these two essays,

the poem "Your Tomorrow" would be helpful in condensing the key ideas

in the first two essays into a more concrete language of 'imagery.

The poem appeared in the January 1983 issue of the Seattle Korean

Association newsletter soon after the community had elected its new

leaders. A "new Sun" in the poem refers to the new team of community

representatives while the image of rays streaming down refers to the

. community members. The "you" of the poem is at once singular and

plural. As a singular pronoun its reference is to the community

organization; as a plural it means the community members. .Then the

logic of the poem's. imagery becomes memorably-clear:

You

Sprout young wings

Straining to fly unhindered

Over the rainbow colored .field.

The third and fourth essays represent two opposing views on

interracial marriages of second generation Korean Americans who grew

2



up in America. "Let's Eliminate the Smoldering Coal of Discord"

'emphasizes the potential dangers of 'interracial marriages, reflecting

the old habit of parents wanting to exercise absolute control over

their children's marriages'. "Nationality and Race are Not Invinci-

ble Obstacles" presents a more.liberal view, but in my opinion, the

author could go even further. Now, both in Korea and America, an

. increasingly greater number of couples make their own decisions,

and parents trust.and respect their children's choice's.

The poem "On the Way" is from the newsletter of the Korean

Women's Association of Tacoma. The "I" of the poem is an educated

person who holds a job below his qualification:

Though fate has made me.a welder

You,. Handel, Kant, Rilke,

Live by me, sweet, quiet

Dialog to soothe heart and soul

Along a mountain trail.'

The poet catches the harsh and strenuous life in America in the image

of a bird trying to fly free from "the swamp of longing, sorrow and

agony/That rolls on like the incoming, tide." Placed nidway through

the anthblogy, the poem looks back at the previous four essays while

simultaneously anticipating the meaning drawn from the facts of the.

Korean American experience.in the last three essays.

"For Tomorrow" by a UCLA senior and "My Pride in My Heritage"

by a Northwestern University freshman each won the grand prize in

the 1982 essay -coltest--sponsored---by--the..Republic_ctf__KorgOublic
Information Office. The two essays demonstrate a sharp contrast in

the method of, development. The former looks out from the inside to

examine the impact of the American way of life upon the community

formed around Korea Town in the mid-1970's, while the latter turns

the mind's eye inward to account for the influence of the American

experience upon his sense of Korean heritage. Likening the Korean

community to "a frog being confined in a deep well," the UCLA senior

3



offers a critical analysis of the closed nature of the community,

tracing its causes to, the'lack of self-respect and self-love among'

Korean Americans, to the absence of cooperative spirit and social

responsibility, and finally to the !.piritual void resulting from "the

excessive worship of money [and] tfe blind pursuit of glory." She

finds the current scene spiritually degenerating although economical-

ly better off than the early immigrants.

The Northwestern University freshman is more optimistic, but his.

is an optimism earned through a self-knowledge gained from his despair-

ing childhood experiences. Through an impressive array of images and

literary allusions,. he heightens the intensity of loneliness and

humiliation suffered in childhood because of his Korean heritage,

depicting the process in which he transforms the shame and isolation

associated with his Korean origins. The child's.fea,. of the unfamil-

iar world is reflected in recurring facial images--taunting and

ridiculing faces flinging racial slurs and ridicules at him, the cold,

harsh, indifferent faces he sees outside his windows, and the faces

he runs away from in his dream's. Even the sun takes on a hostile

glare. Turning his mind inward, he finds a Wordsworthian child inside

who is father "to the self-assured maturing," and who enables him to

discover that his Korean heritage is a-basic component of his life,

"like a thread running across _.a Persian rug, forming a con-

tinuous flowing pattern." The essay successfully brings the value

of. Korean heritage and the fact of American environment into a Mean-

ingful relation within the scope of a young man's experience.

The last essay in the anthology examines-the-stifTihg-aspects

of traditions, raising some difficult questions about what the.old

generation is doing to the younger generation. With the division of

the Korean peninsula into two halves in 1945, the Korean heritage as

that of one race has come to exist only in the collective memory.

So long.as North and South Koreas regard each other as the enemy to

be wiped out of existence as they_ did in the war of 1950-1953, the

4
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four thousand. years of cultural sanity which held the Koreans together

is lost. "An Old Man's Apology" appeals to the reason and 'senses of

young Korean Americans to take a hard took at what is being handed

down to them.

Prose haS a special place in literature as a form of expression. .

While fiction involves the reader's momentary suspension of disbelief,

the essay as a literary form tries to activate real belief. .In this

sense Korean American proseand Korean American fiction complement

each other in our understanding of the quality and range of Korean

American literature. I hope students will find the.essays and their

translations in this anthology useful in understanding the culture,

history, and literature of Korean Americans.

This mini-anthology of Korean American literature project .is

funded by a bilingual education 'special grant from the Superintendent

of Public Instruction Office and sponsored by the University of

Washington Asian American Studies Program. Dr. Sam'Solberg trans-

lated the two poems into English. I am grateful to my wife Yunja and

our daughters Kyung and Kay for typing and proofreading the English

text. Mr. Philip Hwang took on the task of typesetting the Korean

text on very short notice, donating a. substantial portion of the cost

to the project for Korean American students who will be using it.

Daeshik Yu

Seattle, WA
June; 1984-
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LETS FIND A PLACE TO STAND

Kun Hong Park
Editor (1983)

I Washington State Korean News
K.P. Translation Service

Some time ago at the airport, I saw a woman returning from a

visit to her mother country. Coming off the ramp, she deplored:

"All through the flight back from Korea, the only thought thatoccu-

pied my mind was a wish to throw myself into the Pacific Ocean \and

end it all there, since I found it impossible to live in Korea d

life in America isn't any better." Over the five, six years of

struggle as an immigrantohe had barely saved enough for a

couple months' reunion with her family and-friends inlorea.

Relieved to get away from the burden of language difficulties and

all the hardships involved in having to adjust herself the

American way of life, she had left for Korea full of hope . To her

dismay, however, she found things in Korea had somehow cha ged a

great deal. There was no real communication because she an4 her

friends and relatives were talking in different languages, t inking

different thoughts [though they all spoke in Korean] . That is why

she felt the way she did about wishing to escape reality by dis\

appearing into the middle of the Pacific Ocean--a place that is

neither America nor Korea.
\

Perhaps, this woman is not the only one among us Korean Ameri-

cans to feel so uprooted and deprived of a plaCe to stand. In most

cases, an immigrant encounters from the outset an unexpectedly pain-

ful--experi-encer.----T-he-b-tows-of-the-larrgUage-baYfte-rate-t-o'

the American way of life so different that you run up against\a

number of walls as you try to live and think the Korean way. But
\

as time goes by, you begin to see the strength of American society

in spite of yourself--its order and its system. At the same time,

you find many irregularities and faults in your life spent in the
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mother country. It is often possible, thus, to gain the wisdom with

which to look back at one's past from a new perspective although

life in America maybe different from life in the joyous and com-

forting home country which frequents the immigrant's memory. If one

visits the home country in such moments of wisdom, it. may be possible

that things at home appear gravely disappointing--its faults greatly

magnified--in sharp contrast to one's high expectations grown out

of nostalgic sentiment [cherished while in a strange land]. It is

easy to be disappointed by your friends and relatives when you find

them obsessed with an egoism that seeks nothing but their own2self-

interests, success, and higher status,. using all available means in

their relentless pursuit of money and power. Furthermore, your dis-

appointment may even be coupled with a .feeling of resentment for

their treating you as a stranger who has abandoned Korea for

America. Thus, the home you are visiting after many years can turn

out to be' a place so near to your heart,and yet so far away.

I think, however, we must avoid an impatience which turns this

kind of disillusion into a pretext for negating our own Korean, self.

Viewed from another angle, such disillusionment can become a cata7

lyst for elevating ourselves to a higher dimension. Disillusionment

does not necessarily come only with; a change of place; it can be

seen as life's challenge that may assault us at any moment. The

[psychological] hurts inflicted by the shocks of immigration are

something unique to our experience which others cannot taste. But

to allow yourself to feel frustrated by them would not be very dif-

ferent from negating your life itself. Today we are living with

unique problems which neither the generation of our fathers nor that

of our children would be able to share with us. The gnawing agony

we are suffering at this point in time is the mark of our generation.

To be without it would be like being, deprived of the reasons for

solving the task of life endowed to us. Only when we attempt to

solve these painful and unique problems of ours, will we be contrib-.

'luting toward achieving our pioneering and innovative projects. The
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will to overcome and transcend the disappointments and disillusion-

ments, will be more effectively consolidated into a posltive force

when it is channelled through an organization of commonality, rather

than through isolated attempts of individuals, because our problems

are not just problems of particular individuals, but problems com-

mon to all of us. ,Therefore, we should all participate in streng-

thening the organization of the Korea7 Association. Though loosely

organized and imperfect in many respects, we should find an area 6.0

commonality upon which to stand in our Association. Let us not for-

get the plain truth that we have no one but ourselves to hold respon-

sible for finding a place to stand, [published 1983]

-11
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A WORD ABOUT THE KOREAN LANGUAGE SCHOOL.

lckhwan Lee
Member, Board of Directors
Seattle Korean School

4

The idea of teaching Korean to, my children has attracted my

thoughts more than 4 few times during my family's sixteen year' stay

in Seattle. When there was a weekend Korean language.school on.

University Way, I used to send.my oldest daughter there. In retro-

spect,' however, J cannot say that I took it seriously at that time.

For one thing, my children were very young;,for another, I wasn't

very sure if we were to settle here for good. But now that the,

children are older, though still growing, and now that we are back

in Seattle after trying out Seoul for a couple of years, teaching

Korean to the children is no' longer something I. can mull over with

abstract notions. Like a piece of red hot charcoal eating .its way

into the flesh of my foot, it has become a burning issue that calls

for my *Mediate action,

Sometimes I watch some of my friends "solve" this problem envi-

ably well At other times I meet some children who babble in per-
,

fectly fluent Korean. Whenever I witness cases like this, . I. become

sullen and depressed.' At times this melancholy breaks out of con-

trol, compelling me to preach'a lolig lecture in front of my children.

After such a pep talk, I.would worx out ,a scheme with my wife to make

sure no 'one in the house will talk in English, which invariably

creates an awkwardly quiet atmosphere. The problem ts that, within

a few days; we all end up going back to "the normal state" of things

where our conversation turns into all-English chats mixed with my

not-so-terrific English. After repeating this processmany times, .

I have come to doubt my ability to teach Korean to my own children.

I began to wonder whether it would not be easier if I tried it joint-

ly with other parents with similar interests, with whom we exchange

frequent family visits.

13 7
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During last. year's controversial election process, both candi-

dates for the Korean Association presidency offered the establishment

of a Korean language school as one of their campaign pledges.. Appar-.

ently the problem of teaching Korean to the children has become a

concern of the entire Korean community, not just a problem that has

been agonizing individuals. like me alone.

Since the controversial election is finally behind us and the

newly elected presidential team is ready to launch into community

service, I am certain that the Korean lanvage'school will not be-

come one of those empty campaign slogans. The' leaders of the Korean

Association should work toward advocating interest in theentire.com-

munity, inviting opilnions from concerned members,.and mobilizing all

the experience and
I

isdom of specialists in the field. Harmony and

unity inherent in.o r community will flower into progres.s when the

community concentrates its interest and effort on a most fundamental

and common issue s ch as the Korean language school.. The details of

organization, curr culum content, and management of the school. will

have to be worked ut in the process of 'research, discussion, and

debate that have et to come.

.

I would like to share some of the thoughts and ideas that have

crossed my mind while I was "fighting" with my children in our

ilcrowded house, aid I hope these thoughts of mine, though none too

systematic, may e of some use to our discussion in the days ahead.

First of all, th bottom line of the whole issue is that our child-

ren, to whom we want to teach Korean and plant the roots of Korean

culture, will e entually grow up to be members of the American com-

munity. They w'11 lead their lives as individuals members of

American socie y as will their 'children.

"Sam chol .kum,su gang san" [3,000 square ri of nc.ture embroi-

dered with.bel(uty].is a concept,of Korea taken for granted by all of

-us--a- conceptIdeeply-ingrainedin -our-brains. in:our_frustrated_.
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moments, we feel the urge to pack up and return to our homeland

shouting to ourselves, "the hell with it all. I shoUld go back to

1orea to be buried.in my own land." There is a great deal of psycho-

1°0631, or you might even say physiological; difference.between

thoe of us who think this. way and our children who are growing up

hearinTabout "boston Tea parties," listening to the stories of

Washington, Lincoln, Martin Luther King, Jr., and dreaming the fan-

tasy of "E.T." and "Star Trek", No one can tell exactly how this

generational difference will manifest itself in the future. We

onl hope, though, thit we are capable of .foreseeing the general

tre d within the bounds of our individual eXperiences'and our ,

knoledge of history.

If we assume that our children are growing up as U.S. citizens,

then this assumption can impose several conditions or constraints.

on Our concept of what a Korean language school should do. In terms

-of class hours, the Korean language school certainly cannot claim

any more time than a Sunday school or a weekend_ school. Although

our children may seem to have it easy compared to the children going

to school in Korea, the children here too are busy in their own way.

They gc to school from eight in the morning to three Or four in the

afternoon. When-they get home from school, they are_occupied with

quite a few things--homework, looking after little brothers and

sisters, or house-sitting until the parents get home. There are

also many extra curricular activitiesmusic lessons,,swimming

sons, or playing on a neighborhood soccer team on weekends. When

they find time, they like'to watch their favorite TV shows or have

a little fun, with video games.

Korean classes in the language school which we are thinking

about nowivill have to be squeezed into a niche in this daily

schedule as an extra activity. If we are to eliminat2 some items

already on their regular schedules for Korean classes, the sacrifice

has to be reduced to a minimum.

1/ 21.
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The "melting pot" theory as an ideology has a number of problems, .

to be sure. But in the planning stage of the Korean language school,

we should, at least in principle, go beyond the proposition that the

purpose of the Korean language school is to produce individual mem-

bers who constitute a closed minority culture. We should instead

envision a future in which our children, as a result of education

received in the Korean language school, can compete and contribute

as members of the entire American community and as citizens of the

world. I think our children can achieve Lhis better if they are at

the same time proudly rooted in the Korean cultural heritage.

Because of the peripheral positions we first generation Kore-ns

hold in this society, and because of racial discrimination, both

visible and invisible, our next generation will_ face enormous limits

and obstacles. They will taste many of the ordeals, disappointments,

and frustrations that we are ever so painfully experiencing now. But

this fate is the price we must pay for the choice we made when we

decided to live in America, and we shou)4 not hesitate to fight our

way through these obstacles. This is the attitude with which we

should approach the task of raising our children.

Keeping in mind this image of our children progressively

advancing in America and in the world, I propose that the general

atmosphere of the Korean language school should be open and flexi-

ble. I would even risk being a bit ambitious and hope that the

education received in the. Korean language school will be good

enough to be accepted as part of the regular school education.

,.Take one Seattle district public school, for instance, one which

my children are attending. For the coming lUnar new year's. day, ,

they are planning a special Korean program in which teachers,

parents, and students will participate in lectures, films, and

experiments on Korean history, culture, music, food, etc., which

will take place over a 'month's period. The Korean language school

can contribute significantly to this kind of regular school activity

with a colorful program.
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Bi-cultural education, which had been active until a few years

ago, seems to stagnate these days because of budget cuts. I suggest

that it may even be possible, if we look hard enough, for the Korean

language school to pick up what the bi-cultural education project

was trying to achieve, thus establishing a horizontal relationship

with the regular school program. Developing this relationship with

regular school programs would promote a positive image of the Korean

community in general, and the Korean language school in particular.

More importantly, it would help our children realize the importance

of the Korean language school and Korean education. When the Korean

language school gets into full operation, we could event ask the

school district to give official credit for work done in 'tthe Korean

language school.

The children's unique situations, so different from our own

generation, should be taken into consideration also in preparing

the curriculum for the Korean language school. For example, Korean

history taught here should be somewhat different from the history

taught at primary schools or middle schools in Korea. Of course,

the content of historical events cannot differ. Koryo pottery is

Koryo poLtery, and King Sejong is King Sejong no matter where they`

are taught. But the way of explaining, I suggest, would have to

bring in ample comparison and contrast with things that are more

familiar to our children. King Sejong is an inseparable part of

native Koreans' historical consciousness, but to the children who

were either born here or immigrated at an early age, King Sejong

may be more remote than we of the first generation can imagine.

Young ch!dren do not yet possess the mature imagination needed to

project their minds to a distant place for perceiving and judging

things. Though it is the parents' home country, to our young child-

ren Korea is a far away land, and their reality is here and now.

To them the immediacy of King Sejong, so apparent to us, would sound

rather unrealistic. Paradoxically, though, children's understanding

will be clearer when the sense-of distance created for them through

21 25
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comparison and contrast agrees with the sense of physical distance

they feel from the reality of here and now.

As things stand in the Korean community now, it is most likely

that some of the parents with teaching experience will be teaching

at the Korean language school when it is established. But for the

reasons shown'above, we the parents are a bit too closely tied to

Korea to be good teachers. Perhaps, the ideal teachers for the

Korean language school would be those young people who themselves

have grown up in an American' environment. It would be important to

ihvitethese "seniors", especially the successful ones who-would

appeal to our children as possible model-figures, and have thlm take

part in teaching.

Like all good things in the Woild, a good Korean-language school

is easily conceived in theory but difficult to run. Above all else,

_parental interest, support, cooperation, and participation would

have to form the foundation for, the Korean language school. But

the parents' support and participation would have to be brought to-

,

-gether and organized, and the Korean Association has an important

role to play in this.

Some think that there is a certain racial instinct at work, in

our attempt to, build a Korean language school. Especially since we

are not_ responding to our children's requests but are respOnding to

our 'vin Mir 0) pbmt In thi..'land the things we miss by being away

from Korea--love, custom, _ulture, human relationships--those that

are deeply seeped In our chemistry, whose peculiar manifestations

make us of the first generation so uniquely Korean. Others have a .

Picture of our children as'Iuture patriots who will contribute to our

homeland. As fOr me, I think we should find the ultimate goal of

the Korean language school in the individual enrichment of our chil-

-dren, whose characters will-be stronger because ,they grewup.learn- A

23 .27



6g the Korean language and culture. The Korean language is a skill;

the Korean culture and history are a knowledge. When these are

learned at the age when the loving encouragement of the parents is

`still available, they can be valuable assets in the children's future

careers. This pragmatic calculaticin is important. And also impor-

tant is a sense of'awareness that our roots are touching that racial.

continuity which transcends the short span of an individual life- -

a sense of psychological security that can be derived from knowing

about where they came from. I believe that this awareness will pro-

vide the spiritual nourishment indispensable in leading our life in

an AMerican society which deems function and efficiency as sublime.

28
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YOUR TOMORROW

Pae Tong -han

Once again a new Sun.

Rays streaming down in a strange way

upon a dream town in a forever strange land.

You

Sprout young wings

Straining to fly unhindered

Over the rainbow colored field.

You catch your breath,

Hold it hard against your pain

Of sprouting wings, your sorrow,

Waiting for the day the jewel asleep in your heart

Opens its eyes.

You step out firmly now

Because it goes on, the festival, that day

When the clapping hands burst into a fountain

Like fluttering blue-grey doves _

All over a dream town in a foreign land.

Go forward like an arrow.
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LET'S ELIMINATE THE SMOLDERING COAL OF DISCORD

Chang Soo Kim
Commercial Stationeries and

Printing Company
Los Angeles

Of all the difficult things encountered in life, what is par-

ticularly difficult is to find an ideal partner with whom one can over-

come many hurdles to, reach the goal of a successful marriage and a

happy and rewarding life. For our sons and daughters who grew up in

America, marriage involves a variety of delicate problems arising

from special cultural and social settings, which we: [the first gener-

ation] have not experienced: Thus, it is not easy to marry the

childreh off in accordance with parental wishes.

Let us first look at the'essence of marriage itself., Marriage

is not.' an idea or concept; it is, rather, a reality. It is'a process.

in Which the intellectual and emotional needs And desires of man and

woman are expressed and carried out. It is a continuity of.life.

based on mutual help. To lead this very practical individual life,

a 'mutual relationship which imposes no unreasonable risk Is.vmust.

Exchanges Ofthemostintimate emotions possible in the relations

between. man and woman must be .carried out physically, psychological-

ly, and above all, naturally.. A noble [platonic] love.or momentary

incidental Arousal of sexual desire might make it possible fora

person to go beyond national boundaries in choosing his or her

spouSe. But marriage is.not a momentary game. or drama'. We know .

for an undeniable faCt.thata marriage cannot succeed simply on the

basis of a philosophic. notion or literary.Sentimentalism because it

is an actual process whereby A man and a woman. go on Interpreting

the meaning oflife.and.solving its problems through observations'.

made while the couple pursues each other's emotions and ideals.

Thus, married life is a process of worldly realism--a lolg drawn-out

'process through which one grows and matures, forming a system of

29 32
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values including_moral and_ religious convictions.

/

It'is my belief that one way to increase the possibility of a/

happy marriage is to eliminate or minimize the factors that cause

discord 'or illogical conflicts. Let us look at the obstructive

elements which international and interracial marriages may brinqt

to the all- important married lives'of our children. The first'oel the

a/

list would be the difficulty involved in dealing with delicate and

subtle feelings in a natural manner. The.difference in langu ge and

in the way of, thinking creates a communication'problem in co veyi ng

the emotions and feel4ngs-that.are absolutely. important to o es.

self. It is all too easy tolmagine the severity of loneli est_

and alienation if one's.spouse, a. partner. who shares all *tls from

the nearest distance, does not accept them with an open rn/nd. The

second category of obstacles would.bi the different cusiMst life.

styles and eating habits. Habits and life styles forme over a long

period_ f time do not change so readily.as one would like to think

they do although, in theory, they may seem simple eno gh to Overcome..

A marriage cannot last if:one has to hold back one's own.feelings

simply forthe love of ohe's.ipoute, orif one has o tuppress-one s
.

impulses for the: sole purpose of-sattsfying the Oer person's com-

fort and tastes. It -rt not easy to adapt to-a like style:that'

causes one to feel tension and mneasiness, whicpat times bring

about a feeling of dislike or even hatred. Whtle:thete difficulties

can be avoidea .ifrationally examined, it may be too late by the

time one' begins to feel disappotnted. by them. Finally, we have

often heard about the bitter experience of 'Married couples who un-

aVoidably.go through confliCttng personal/relatiOnshipt and the

attendant tense of alienation. This is/./a familiar dilemma we fre-

quently ,ee' around us. /

The second generation Asians are often called "bananas " --yellow

on the surface but white inside. /The analogy obviously refers to

/ 31 '34
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the second generation Asians whose yellow skin contains in it the

American way of thinking.

Many second generation Asians seem to think that they can adapt

themselves to the hierarchical society dominated by white'Americans

through interracial marriages, especially by marrying white Americans.

.But the binana analogy is a good reflection of a reality that is cold

and cruel. It seems more reasonable to Improve economic and social

conditions and regain the basic rights on the basis of the commonality

of race.

The "Banana" generaMon is said to be moving into a Bee" genera-

tion, which refers to minority group who flap their wings and shoot

the darts of their st ngers, if necessary, to let the world know of

their existence. Am Ica is a society with may good things, but it

is also a society wi h many dilemmas. The rich culture of the Korean

race, the virtue of umility, the beautiful traditions and good cus-

toms, and the stable family system--are not these important legacies

of the Korean heritage 'absolutely necessary for our lifein America?

[Published 1984]
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NATIONALITY
AND

RACE ARE NOT INVINCIBLE OBSTACLES

Lina Lee
President
International Marriage Assocation
Los Angeles

While living in America, You:find yourself different in a num-

ber of ways. This sense of being "different" from others who

surround you comes from the cultural differences that Korea and.

America have developed throughout their histories. I am sure every

Korean has at one time or another had. the experience of being stun-

ned by "the American way of thiiiking". But with the passage of

time, one begins to nod with some- understanding for the American

way off living.. This is because Koreani and Americans are alike in

that they are human beings.

The commonality of humanity is what makes it possible for

Koreans to live in America, fn Japan, in\France, or anywhere else,

and it proves that cultural differences can be assimilated into new

habits. Furthermore, there are many people who hold vastly differ-

ent value systems within a homogeneous society like Korea. 'Although

in every society there is a common denominator of values, which many

of its members share, this does not necessarily mean that there is

only one set of cultural values. It would not be too big an exagger-

ation to say that without these different values, the continuous

progress of mankind would have been impossible.

Marriage is one of the most important decisions you make in

your life. Whichever society ,you are brought up in, your personal

philosophy joins forces with your unique individual values, and

they serve as the criteria in choosing your life's partner. .The

reason why choosing a spouse brings about considerable difficulty

both to young people of marriageable age and to their parents is

that the immigrants live in a society which is neither Korean nor

35 38
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hnerkan, They_liveLin_a sub-culture with its ownpeculiarities.,

The world of immigrants is a dynamically changing society with a

mixture of many different values. Some insist on a thorough accult0-

ration based on the American way of thinking. Others argue for a.

firm preservation of Korean culture. And there are still others who

favor a happy.balance betwedn the two. Because of these wide ranging

values, the choice of a spouse4ii the immigrant society becomes far-
;

more complex than in a relatively:secure society with less dramatic

changes, making the choice all more difficult.
4

As a parent whose children have reached a marriageable age, I

frequently come upon other parents agonizing over the problems in-

volved with marrying off thbir children. Time and time again since

childhood, I too have heard about the pride and self-respect of

Koreans as one homogeneous race. An overriding concern of the

parents here is "how to marry our children off to Koreans. How can

we discourage the young people from marrying outsideour race?"

But some of the parents tend to carry their wish too far, turn-

ing their "wish" into an uncompromisable goal. Vim until now, in

Koreans' eyes, international marriages have always been the same.as

marrying And this equation, "interracial marriages equal

G.I. marriages," seems to be responsible for the tendency to look

down upon interracial marriages. This kind of attitude creates no

small problem in the immigrant society, which stands mid-point be-

tween American society and Korean society.

What we should 'guard against is the way of thinking that

.declares: "interracial marriages are absolutely out of the clues-

tion," or "the difficulties involved in interracial marriages are

insurmountable, therefore, all interracial marriages should be

discouraged by all means."
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Insisting on marrying their children off to Koreans, many

parents bring brides and bridegrooms from Korea. But the differ-

tInce in cultural environments and customs--the difference between

two vikys of life in Korea and America--will undoubtedly become

obstacles to their becoming happy couples.

In my own case :I came to the United States as a student and

married an American man. I had a lot of problems at first with food

and language. But my husband was quick to understand at the utter-
,

ance of a single word'what would have taken me several sentences to

express myself. My language learning process helped assure and ..

enhance our mutual affection. The food problem was solved in the

same way. At first,,he didn't like the smell of kimchee, but after

tasting a piece of it, he came to like it even more than I, and-

while learning each other's ways, we came to love each other more.

This is not to claim that international marriages are vpanacea.

I, too, would like to encourage my children to marry. Koreans if

that's possible. Though an American himself, my husband, too, keeps

saying to the children, "Korean women are the best wives." The real

problem, however, starts when parents begin to insist and even de-

mand that the children marry Koreans, even if they; find the candi-

dates unacceptable as marriage partners. A happy marriage depends

not on the nationality or the race of the, individual, but rather

on the common grounds of habits and environment. So long as customs

and socializing processes are not drastically different, one's.

nationality, and race are not such great obstacles.

I might add in closing that it is also one of the great respon-

,' sibtlities of pacents to teach young people of marriageable age how

to be responsible for the decisions they make for their own lives.

[published 1984]
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ON THE WAY

Vi &Phi"

I am the everlasting wanderer:

Today I linger, aimless here

Sharing a story or two,

Tomorrow I'll have to go;

Under heaven

I become a small wild animal,

I become a rush of wind.

I am a lonely wild mountain bird

Resting for the moment in your garden;

I'll have to fly .free

Struggling to stay afloat in the swamp

Of longing, sorrow and agony.

That rolls on like the incoming tide.

Sad wandering'days passedih calling

Names that return no echo;.

Sweat of tovment.in empty fields,

The drawn. face on the'hill of Golgotha,

When 1 open my heart .to you

Oh, the-blue heaven, theblue:heaven comes.

Though 'fate has made me a welder

You,.Handel-Kant,

Live by me, sweet, quiet:

Dialog to soothe heart, and soul

Along a mountain trail.'

I leave the.house on abright spring morning

like a dew .drop under the sun,

Without a word, unhampered;

For me

A twelve foot 'square plot will do.
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I am the eyerlasting wanderer

Becoming a lonely mountain bird
try

--I meet :a .Buddhist monk; I meet an ox--

I go on alone along field trails, .mountain trails.

sf
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FOR TOMORROW

Eun Hui Ko
Senior (1982)

. I am lodking.backward cautiously. Proudly, with symphonic

eloquence, but a little precariously; there lies the eighty-year

history ofour *Migration, compactly piled'[experience upon ex-

perience], from the first labor immigration when ninety-seven

Koreans stepped on HaWaii on October 13, 1903, through the post -. ,

Liberation [of Korea from. Japan in 1945] settlement of Korean

students in the mainland, to the flood of new immigrants moving

into the metropolitan areas in America in the 1970's, Eighty years

of ordeals and adversities, great and small, might have been too

short a. period in which we the strangers could have accomplished

enough to fly our banners high in American winds, but _clearly it was

time enough at least to lay the foundation for the flag-pole.

During the eighty years, we did make progress, exnanding our

economic power and elevating our socitl statusprogress indeed re-

markable by anyone's standards. Why is it, then, that the part

played by the Korean community in. America today does not appear in

the least bit different from, that of the early immigration period?

The Korean community is an extremely closed group of'immigrants

whose lives do not extend beyond their own race. This is not to say

that there is anything wrong for people of the same race to flock

together to make a living. It does have a positive aspect in that

they can. combine the vital energies of 'a race. The problem of the

Korean community lies not in the fact of a race living together,

but in the excessive worship of money, the blind pursuit of glory,

and the isolationism that closes its doors to interaction with other

races, All of Which led Koreans.to fight their fellow Kpreans, red

in teeth and claws,. and which putrefies deeper and deeper into the

45 48
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en.

score of the Korean community.. Openness without clearly articulated

values, irresponsibility that turns its face away from fellowship,

and the virtue of cooperation and voluntarism truncated to bits and

pieces- -all these are elements that contain inherent dangers.

1n view of these-dangers hovering over the:Korean community;, we,

all-oWe it to ourselves to look back at.the history of our immigra-

tionand re-examine our, spiritual conditions and our attitudes

toward life, because the.rise or.fall of a:family, of a social, groU0,

or of a nation is influenced by the mental.. climate that permeates

the'social environment. The rise,or fall of the Korean community-

is not determined, by, material affluence nor by informational afflUence.

First of all, we must respect and love ourselves, and we must

extend the love and respect for ourselves to our neighbors, to our

race, and to all the people in the world. An exclusionist tendency

to clam up_originates from the lack of confidence in one's own

self when he or she is [mingling] with other people. When all

Koreans respect and love their own selves, the love for the Korean

race will bud; then, bnly then will the sense of belonging to an

inferior race, or the resulting blind worship of other races, or

the exclusionist sentiments disappear. Those who Otten complain

about thcir fellow Koreans with comments like "the 'yopjons' are

an impos!ible people" are really denigrating themselves, for such

an expression reveals the apparent folly of thinking that other

Koreans ,are all "YoPions" while the Critic himself is the only

dignified Korean. There lurks an inferiority complex behind the

impulse to show [Korean] elcellence by means of denigrating other

races with implicit racial slurs that usually begin, "Mexicans are .

. . . " or "Black farmers are . . . "

a

Only when we love and respect ourselves, can we regard all

others on an equal footing. Thus we can consolidate the present

47,
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and future of the Korean immigrants in America through active.inter-

action with other groups of people only when we proudly present our-

selves as their equals. This will be an important step toward

advancing the position of the Korean community beyond its present

condition, which' is analogous to a frog being confined irra deep

well.

Second, we must plant a sense of collective responsibility in

our consciousness by developing a willingness to concede a little

of our own self-interest while working with others. What makes the

community formed around Korea Town in the mid-1970's so different

from the early immigrant society is the absence of the spirit of,

cooperation and the awanness of collective responsibility. Despite

difficult economic- and social conditions, early immigrants overcame

their-ordeals by combining' their energies in a cooperative spirit.

In contrast, the present immigrant society is struggling to stay

afloat in the absence of cooperation and collective responsibility.

We are all applying the survival-of-the-fittest principle.to,

our immigrant society. As .a result, those who have alot of money

prey upon those who have not; those with a lot of knowledge exploit

those who know little. In our°obsession with self- interests, we

are intolerant of even the smallest self-sacrifice for the greater

interests and rights of the whole community. Such atrend leads

us all, at the slightest sign of profitability in a particular

business, to engage .in that one business instead of taking on busi-

nesses that would complement one another. The final outcome of

this foolish mentality is excessive competition, all too certain

to bring down everyone engaged in the business.

When the problems of troubled youths rock the peace of Korean

humes, and when community organizations like the Korean Association

turn into an arena of chaos [riddled with disputes and controver- .

:siesl, all Koreans shake their heads, mumbling in the empty rhetoric

49 52'
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of table talk, pasiing the buck to churches or community organiza-

tions, no one showing the slightest indication of taking on his or

her small share of collective responsibility.

Individual members of society, no matter what society they may

belong to, should be'aware of their responsibility to society. This

does not necessarily mean that all individuals are obligated to be

out on the frontline all_through their lives, carrying the burden of

the entire community upon their shoulders. It means that we are

obliged to do our best even when we are in the last row of the com-

munity rear-guard, or even when we are in places unnoticeable to

anyone.

Third, instead of pressing ourselves into a desperate competi-

tive frame of mind whose sole purpose is to show off, we must keep

mental composure--rloom in our minds--that enables us to lead 3n

enriched human life to the true satisfaction of our intelict and

emotions.

The longer the length of the immigrant life, the more stable

the economic and social, status becomes; nevertheless, the, spiritual

emptiness felt in the mind grows greater. Why? Because we view the

immigrant life only as an arena for the struggle for existence,

rather than approaching it in a frame of mind poised enough to learn

the true meaning of humanity. If my college "friend" bought a Cadil-

lac, I must-buy one, too, whatever the stress and strain I must go

through to pay. for it If a neighborhood friend buyt a house with a

swimming pool, I have to move to a house bigger and better than his.

We need to slough ourselves off boldly from this kind of pretentious

way of life driven by a false sense of values.

The extravagant and pretentious show of the outer self has led

to a blind pursuit of glory, which in turn gave birth to a countless

number of community organizations, chronically plagued with
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gham-tu fights at all levels.

Now, looking ahead to the future of the Korean community,.

I. ask how brighta future lies. ahead in.the ninety:or one hundred

years of our immigration, Our aspiration entices us to fly as

high as the wings of our imagination will allow.

Clearly, tomorrow promises to be brighter than today; tomorrow

is inviting us to leap forward into a future with brighter hopes.

But to do this we need a preseLt that is more solidly built on.the

foundation of sincere and earnest work. To build our history of

immigration upon the bricks of every day work forged to'the best

of our knowledge and ability isthe only way to plant us' Koreans in

this land. It is the only way to make our future brighter in the

90th or in the 100th anniversay of Korean immigration to America.

[published 1982]_

*
gham-tu.fight: power.struggle; fight for office. Gham-tu is a

hat worn;btan-official as a .symbol of office in pre-modern days.
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MY PRIDE IN MY HERITAGE

by Tomas Kim
Freshman (1982)
Northwestern University

To examine my past would be to discover that my life and my

Korean heritage are interwoven inseparably. The latter, my e hnic

background, is a basic component of the former, like a single hread

running across a Persien rug, forming a continuous flowing pat ern.

To confess a certain pride, then, in where my, life has taken is

also to declare the same pride in the Korean heritage which my ife

has largely been comprised of. Thus an essay on my Korean iieri age,

rather than being an abstract discussion of ideas extraneous to my own

experiences, would best function by dealing personally with my ,n life.

Looking back, my past appears before me somewhat like a sunlit

dappled lake, where countless images of my childhood gleam and ar se

out of the murkiness like a thousand sparkling mirrors radiating

brightness amidst the dark surface of the waters. -But a. key dif-

ference arises in that the images.from one's own life yield a def-

inite meaning to one who obser s them: Socrates, the° ancient Gree

philosopher, once said the life that goes unexamined is not

worth living. A ollary to this statement might be that it is

the respon ity of every thinking man to examine his past and

fro discover the essential, patterns in his life--the various

forceswhich helped to mold and shape his character.' And thus I

myself look back over my paf t and discover within my own life the

essential pattern, which as 1 mentioned earlier, is linked. inextri-

cably with my Korean background.

Unfortunately, many of the images on the dappled surface of my

_ memory which comprise the pattern also yield remembrance of loneli-

ness and shame. One image comes to the fore--myself as 'a child of
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four or five in Brooklyn shortly after having arrived in this coun-

try. Left alone in my family's apartment, as my mother disappeared

for a few hoUrs to do the shopping and tend to her other chores, I

would stare out a small narrow window facing the hostile glare of

the sunlight pervadingsthe day and reflecting up from the grimy,

littered pavement: I obServed the faces and figures' on the streets

below.: They were hostile faces to me, wary of this new country in

all its unfamiliarity. Yet all the while I hungered for companion-

ship. I would recognize instantaneously on the streets a face

identified as my mother's, only to realize Aisappointedly, as that

figure walked obliviously past, that it was the cold harsh face of

a stranger. I felt my isolation then. I was quite by myself in a

strange, unfamiliar world.

This impression often renewed itself. I remember many faces,

blurred and made vague by time, from ,when I was attending-school

long agoin West Virginia. They were taunting, rididuling faces

that circled around me in the school playground and flung racial

slurs and ridicules which, in my childhood impressionability, I

mistook for hate, and was angrily bewildered as to what I had done

to deserve such treatment. They were also the exaggerated fades

drawn on my desk ridiculing and caricaturing my appearances. The

meaning of this-humiliation only slowly, and quite painfully en-

veloped me within its grasp - -I, like other'Koreans, bore the stigma

that set.Ime apart and made me a stranger in the land I was living

in. The significance of-my Korean heritage thus dawned on me early

in life. It was associated in my mind with the assorted multitude

of faces outside the windows which I, as the outsider, had to ob-

serve alone from a. distance, and the taunting faces thattiecled

around and humiliated ,me. Struck by thetlow and. pain of this re-

alization, I experienced a deeply felt shame on account of my race.

I remember the great personal effort. with which I tried to suppress

any Korean worn inadvertently slipping out of my mouth while
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in the company'of my schoolmates. I remember the furtive.prayers

:in.bed that my race should change so. that I should be just as "every,-

one else" was. I remember the dreams where Korean friends from the

past haunted' and stalked me .as I detperitely tried to run away from

them.

The shame, .I realized as I became older, was unwarranted yet

pervaded me like a-superstitious belief one just can't rid oneself

of. Feeling a sense of separation on account of my race,.I devel-

oped the habit of, withdrawing myself from others and used my spare

time for reading and improving my grades at school.. Learning, in

many respects, often became my sole refuge, though I was usually

resented because of that very fact. Once when I wrote of some of

.my childhood experiences. in my Englfsh class, my teacher wrote

back, "Often our adversities are what we should most be grateful

for. You'll discover this as you grow. into a more mature world and

as you yourself become mature." I was bewildered by *this statement..

How could unpleasant experiences be considered items of gratitude?

I dejectedly dismissed'it as, another'trite statement of condolence.

The sensitive troubled child, fortunately hOwever, is often

father to the self-assured maturing man.' As ..I was growing up, I

failed to recognize, as I later realized, the existence ofothers

like me--Koreans raised in a different land, amongst Americans and

faced with L. similar situation,to myself. As I became acquainted

with them, I.discovered that some acknowledged shaMe at their being

Korean, some accepted their Korean identity with equanimity and

pride, and some like myself carried a hidden anguish aboUt their

race that was shared with few. people. Those who Were proud of

their Korean heritage, however, were able to set an,example for me

and.. those that were ashamed were able to assure me that I had not

been alone in the humiliation and loneliness that I had endured as

a child.
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The statement that my English teacher made long ago--that ad-

versity is often our greatest gift--still lingers in my memory. As

he had predicted,. this realization is one that can be appreciated

only when one has himself matured. As I contemplate my past, I

discover that the loneliness and humiliation of my childhood, caused

in large part by my heritage, had for me the effect of turningmy

mind inward and causing me to be introspective. This effect certain-

ly set me apart from others, but also provided me with many joys //

that.I can appreciate only as I have matured. From my introspecOOn,

I developed the Self-knowledge that I recognize few others as having,

and alSo the appreciation for learning that hot only encompasses

schoolwork but also art and literature and history--everything

which has provided me with so much comfort in times of despair and

enabled me to always maintain an open mind. This learning, further-

more, allowed me the benefit of broadening my horizons, a gift which ,

most American'children, their lives circumscribed by fad and confor-

mity, are deprived of. And thus I am proud of my character and the

heritage which helped to spawn it.

Other Korean Americans should be equally proud. More than one

observer has called the material' affluence of America a vast spirit-

ual wasteland', lacking in any tradition and encouraging little more

than the pursuit of material gain and pleasure. In that sense the

Korean American youths who grow'up in the United States are truly

fortunate. The stimulus behind the deciOon of many Koreans who

first arrived in this country was 'that e escaping a land hampered

by war and poverty. Thus the Korean Americans who will pursue their

careers and other future endeavors in the United States will pursue

them in a land of prosperity and affluence. Yet they carry with

them a solid identity and tradition--a langUage and culture which/

broadens the scope of their existence beyond that of their fellow

Americans. I myself eagerly anticipate visiting Korea in the near

future and, from such an experience, being able to fully app4ciate
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the culture from which I originated. On the hundredth anniversary

of the beginning of relations between Korea and America, it is quite

fitting that I and others like me will in the future similarly act

as bridges between both societies. We await our futures both as

Koreans and as Americans, having access to the merits of both lands

of which we are a part. [published 1982]
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TO YOUNG KOREANS: AN OLD. MAN'S APOLOGY

Daeshik Yu
Asian American Studies Program
University of Washington

Tradition is a way of life which is handed down to us from our
0

parents who had inherited it from their parents, and it goes on back

to our ancestors. But tradition is also something that every genera-

tion participates in creating, not totally anew, yet changing it in
0

a way that would enrich our thoughts and feelings, and thus help us

live our only life on this planet as decent human beings. Tradition

can be an important guide for us because it contains the truth and

wisdom which had been tested against our parents' experience in the

past. In accepting traditional values, however, every generation

owes it to itself to select and modify them so that the values each'

generation upholds would be intellectually and emotionally satisfy-.

ing.

Some values like love, the brotherhood of mankind, equality,

and democracy are,so difficult to embouy into our lives that they

remain as goals yet to be achieved. The extent of one generation's

contributions toward achieving these goals is the degree of respect

and appreciation it deserves 'from its next generation. The problem

is that these important values come down to us often enwrapped with

the errors of the past generations. In weighing and judging the

traditional values we inherit, the only tools or yardstick available

to us are our Reason and Sensesi

0

Do the values we inherit from our parents satisfy our intellec-

tual demands? Do they enrich our emotional' needs as civilized peo-

ple? These are the questions to be answered when we test our herit-

age against our own experience.'
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In examining our inherited' values, then, the most important

thing is not to be cheated by..our habit of thinking too highly of

ourselves, which seems to be part of our tradition. It is true in

my case, at least, and this is the error I have made in bringing up

my children. So, my apology goes first to my children, and then, I

hope by extension, to our younger generation v,no carry the'seeds of

hope for our.race within theM.

When my children started school in Seattle, ,I drilled into

their young minds that they should be proud of being Koreans because

Korea is a country with five thousand years of history. Our superb

heritage is unique. As descendants of the "white robed" race whose

noble spirit, was nurtured in the land of morning glory, our blood

is thicker than water. Our family ties hold us together in harmoni-

ous unity. The Great King Sejong invented the Korean alphabet which

works.better than English. The Koryo Dynasty porcelain is. ood-

famous for its elegance and beauty. Therefore, I insic 1Y

children that they should cherish their heritage and, preserve it

with their chins Held high. They took these ideas to thpir."show

and tell" sessions,-and their classmates. envied them about almost-

eyerything they had to say. about Korea. I encouraged them to act

as private cultural diplomats, doing an excellent job for our father-.

land.

Then, one evening while having dinner, the TV newscast reported.

on "the Kwangjoo massacre of students." Within a matter of minutes,

all the. beautiful illusions my children had for their country were

shattered to pieces. Horror-struck at the sight of long lines of

pine wood coffins with a few flowers mournfully placed on each, a

student kneeling on his knees in the middle of the street with his

hands tied behind him and being kicked and battered on the back by

the rifle-butt of a fully armed soldier, a whole bunch of students

with their hands tied behind° them all roped to a line and being
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dragged to some unknown place--and many more scenes o unspeakable

cruelty turned our evening into a nightmare.

When my children turnediheir tear7filled eyes on me, they

didn't hive to say a word. All the weight of their accusations .

pierced through my heart like a bolt of,lighthing'.' In the vacuous

hall ofmy paralyzed mind, the thundering -oar of theirangerbecame

repeated cries of "liar, toward, betrayer," Which kept tinging in

my ears for countless times. In the accusing looks.of my children,

ijsaw the curse of our young generation directed. at my.generation.

Since then my children stopped askingme about.Korea; I didn't

blame them; How could I? How could. anyone in his right mind justi-

..fy whatourgeneration has done to our younger. generation?

This is just one of the several errors which the old generations

made collectively as a race. Although it is uncomfortable to talk,

about our errors, past or present, and although "tradition" forbids

us to touch on its flaws because of the pain it causes us, we cannot

get a clear sense of direction and purpose for our future path'un-

less we know what went wrong in the past. You 'cannot work out a

solution ,unless you know what the problems are. The modern historY

of Korea shows us the nature of the problems we are encountering.

Our monarchy was abolished, not by the reform-minded spirits

of 'our grand-parenti, but by the force of the Japanese Empire which

made Korea part.of their country at the turn of the century. Our

past generations covered up their weaknesses and powerlessness that

4101K allowed this to 'happen simply, by directing our attention to the

injustice of the Japanese aggression.' It might be emotionally grat-

ifying to,blame itall on the invaders who barbarously kept Korea

under their occupation for 36 years. 'But blaming others does not

justify or explain the incompetence of our past generations. We

did not:liberate ourselves .from the iron gripof the Japanization _
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movement that severed our language from our tongues and choked the

throat of our culture until it nearly died. Our liberation in 1945

was a by-product of the Allies' victory in World War II. Andit is

the stupidity of our fathers who. got themselVes tangled in the ideb-

logical warfare'of the so-called superpowers that divided our country.

into two halves. And the blindness of our generation is. now joining'

forces with the stupidity of our fathers to perpetuate that division.

No American nor any Russian would let you come in and put up an

eternal wall in the middle of his house and order him,to stay separ--

ated forever from his brothers and sisters. There is no such thing

as half-an independence, just as no human being can ,lead half a life.

Adam Smith did not write his Wealth of Nations with the welfare of.

Koreans in his mind, nor did Karl Marx write his Das Kapital with

Koreans in the back of his consciousness. And yet blinded by these

illusions called -isms and,doggishly loyal to superpowers who divided

our country simply for their convenience, my generation is butcher

ing our own sons and daughters for raising their voices against our

blindness, and with the guns that.are supposed to proteCt them.

The stupidity of our grandparents had turned us lnto the slaves

of the Japanese Empire for nearly half a century. Now my generation

is joining forces with the stupidity of our fathers to turn ourselves

into the slaves of two superpowers.

There are many things about the Korean tradition and heritage

that are worthy of our respect and pride. But these grave errors

are also part of the Korean heritage, which my generation, because

of its folly and moral cowardice, is about to'leave you. I do not

ask for your forgiveness; for such enormous sins as we have com-

mitted, there can be 'no forgiveness. I merely ask you to be strong,

and learn to survive among the packs of wolves waiting to snatch at

the carrion. when _we are. victimized. -The current scene is much like
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a jungle in which natural selection and the survival of the fittest

are the rules of social advancement and material gain. Our task is

to elevate this animal state of society to .a civilized state, where

the raw power of the fist and mechanical 'forces are humanized and

made to serve the genuine interests of all Koreans. I hope your

reason and senses will select and modify what you inherit from my

generation, and turn it into a heritage which truly satisfies your

hearts and minds. All the "good" things about home, country and

religion which we, the old generation, tell you must be subject to

your intellectual and emotional scrutiny. [published 1983]
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